According to the local memory storage hypothesis, information about the tone-shock association in an auditory fear-conditioning paradigm is stored in synapses within the lateral amygdala. Thus, fear-conditioning-induced potentiation of auditory-evoked potentials in response to a conditioned stimulus (CSþ, a series of short lasting tones; patterned tone) has been interpreted as an in vivo correlate of amygdaloid synaptic plasticity. Here, we re-examine the specificity of potentiation of auditory-evoked potentials in terms of (i) local confinement to the lateral amygdala, (ii) parameters of CSþ and (iii) influence of context, using a discriminatory fear-conditioning paradigm. Adult male C57BL/6J mice were implanted with recording electrodes aimed at the lateral amygdala, the CA1 region of the hippocampus and the neck muscles for simultaneous recordings of auditory-evoked potentials and startle responses. In a neutral context, auditory-evoked potentials within lateral amygdala and CA1 as well as startle and freezing responses to the CSþ were significantly potentiated following conditioning, as compared with pre-conditioning values and responses to a neutral stimulus (CSn; tone of different frequency). Potentiation was only evident if CSþ was presented as a uniform series but not if presented mixed with CSn. Accordingly, mice failed to show intensified freezing to a patterned tone if a single lasting tone of the same frequency served as CSþ. Both CA1 and lateral amygdala auditory-evoked potentials were potentiated in response to CSn if presented in the conditioning context. These findings demonstrate that (i) potentiation of auditory-evoked potentials is not restricted to the lateral amygdala, (ii) both tone frequency and pattern of tone presentation are essential for proper CSþ recognition and (iii) contextual memory leads to a general potentiation of auditory-evoked potentials.
Introduction
In the classical fear-conditioning task, animals form an association between a neutral conditioned stimulus (CS; e.g. tone, light or odour) and an aversive unconditioned stimulus (US; e.g. electric foot shock or air puff). As a result of this association, the CS will evoke a variety of behavioural, endocrine and autonomic responses that are typically elicited in dangerous situations (LeDoux, 2000) .
In the last decade, fear conditioning has emerged as a leading paradigm for studying cellular correlates of learning and memory. It could be shown that the consolidation of the CS-US association requires protein biosynthesis as well as activation of kinases and NMDA receptors (Maren et al., 1996; Bourtchouladze et al., 1998; Schafe et al., 1999; Stiedl et al., 1999; Lee et al., 2001; Lin et al., 2001; Rodrigues et al., 2001) . Lesion studies together with local pharmacological treatment suggested that the lateral amygdala (LA) plays a pivotal role in acquisition and consolidation of fear memories (Amorapanth et al., 2000; Nader et al., 2001) . However, it is still debated to what extent the association between CS and US is formed and stored within this brain structure.
Whereas some authors suggest that the CS-US association leads to a lasting and, for recall of fear memories, essential potentiation of those synapses on principal neurons of LA that transmit the auditory stimulus to this brain structure (Fanselow & LeDoux, 1999; Maren, 1999; LeDoux, 2000; Blair et al., 2001) , others propose only a memory-modulating role (Cahill et al., 1999; McGaugh, 2000) .
Several studies performed in different species combined the auditory-cued fear-conditioning task with measurements of auditoryevoked potentials (AEPs) as indicator of learning-induced changes in the interneuronal communication within the amygdala (Rogan et al., 1997; Collins & Pare, 2000; Tang et al., 2001) . In these studies, a considerable number of individual responses had to be averaged in order to obtain reliable data in freely moving animals. As a consequence, tones were presented in series of short-lasting stimuli (patterned tone) as opposed to the long-lasting tones (constant tone) commonly used in behavioural experiments. So far, however, little attention has been paid to the possibility that animals may regard the patterned tone as an entity rather than a series of discrete CS. Recognition of the tone pattern would require higher perceptive and cognitive capabilities of the animals that might depend not only on LA but also on other brain structures of the auditory system, including the auditory cortex or the hippocampus. In the present study we analysed the specificity of AEP potentiation for LA by simultaneous measurement of AEPs within LA and the CA1 region of the dorsal hippocampus. We, furthermore, investigated whether mice recognize different patterns of tone presentation and whether re-exposure to the conditioning context would affect AEP recordings. Our data demonstrate that (i) the potentiation of AEPs within the LA following conditioning correlated with changes in neuronal activity within the CA1 region of the dorsal hippocampus; (ii) patterned tones will be differently processed than discrete tones, making it difficult to compare conventional behavioural and pharmacological studies with those using AEP recordings; (iii) it is important to clearly distinguish between neutral tones and unpaired tones as controls for the specificity of the tone (CSþ)-shock association and (iv) contextual memory causes a general potentiation of AEPs, underscoring the importance of using a neutral context for measurements of learning-induced changes in AEPs.
Materials and methods
All surgical and behavioural procedures were approved by the Committee on Animal Health and Care of the local governmental body of the Freie Hansestadt Hamburg.
Animals
Experiments were carried out on 27 3-to 4-month-old male C57BL/6J mice. Animals were derived from the internal breeding stock of the University Hospital Eppendorf except for the mice used for basic characterization of the AEPs in the LA that were purchased from Harlan Winkelmann (Borchern, Germany; C57BL/6JOlaHsd). Fourteen days before the experiment, mice were housed individually in type II Macrolon TM cages (25 Â 19 Â 15 cm) with food and water ad libitum on an inverse 12 h : 12 h light : dark cycle (lights on at 19.00 h) under controlled temperature (22 AE 1 8C) and humidity conditions (55 AE 5%).
Surgery for experiments in awake mice
For placement of the electrodes, 12 mice were anaesthetized with pentobarbital (Nembutal, 85 mg/kg i.p.) and placed in a stereotaxic frame. Recording electrodes were implanted under aseptic conditions into the right LA (1.94 mm posterior to bregma, 3.15 mm lateral from the midline, 4.20 mm beneath the surface of the skull) and the CA1 region of the right hippocampus (1.80 mm posterior to bregma, 1.20 mm lateral from the midline, 1.70 mm beneath the surface of the skull) according to the atlas of Franklin & Paxinos (1997) . Recording electrodes were made from a single Teflon-coated tungsten wire (bare diameter 76 mm) placed inside a stainless steel microtube (outer diameter 310 mm). A silver sphere was placed on the surface of the frontal cortex and served as reference. An additional tungsten wire was placed into an interscapular cavity onto the neck muscles for simultaneous measurement of electromyograms (EMGs) as an indicator of the startle response of the animals. Electrodes were soldered to a miniature female socket and fixed to the skull by bone cement containing gentamicin as antibiotic (Merck, Darmstadt, Germany) . The horizontal and vertical distance between the intra-amygdaloid and intrahippocampal electrodes had been fixed during construction of the electrode assembly.
Surgery for experiments in anaesthetized mice and lidocaine infusion
Mice were anaesthetized with 4% chloral hydrate containing 2% pyrazole (Sigma) and placed in a stereotaxic frame. The body temperature of the mice was maintained at 37 8C with a feedback-regulated temperature controller (HSE-Harvard, March-Hugstetten, Germany) throughout the entire experiment. A small metal rod was fixed to the skull and the stereotaxic frame to keep the animal's head in a stable position so that the ear bars could be removed to enable acoustic stimulation. The combined recording and drug infusion assembly consisted of a recording electrode (Teflon-coated tungsten wire with bare tip) and an injection cannula (fused silica capillary with an outer diameter of 155 mm) that were inserted through a 25-gauge stainless steel guide cannula. The recording electrode extended 1 mm beyond the end of the guide cannula and was lowered into the LA during surgery as described above. For administration of the local anaesthetic, lidocaine, the injection cannula was filled with 4% lidocaine chloride (Sigma) in saline and connected to a 1-mL Hamilton syringe. The injection cannula was gently inserted into the guide cannula 10-15 s before injection, ending about 1 mm beyond the end of the cannula. The injection was performed at a rate of 0.1 mL/min for 2 min. The injection cannula was gently removed from the guide cannula 10 s after infusion.
Electrophysiological recordings and acoustic stimulation
The electrode assembly was attached via double male connectors to a female connector with a miniature FET pre-amplifier mounted on it (Davis et al., 1997) . The pre-amplifier was connected to a four-channel amplifier via very thin and flexible wires (Oticon, Hellerup, Denmark), which were slightly pulled up by a flexible ribbon to allow unrestricted movements while preventing damage to the wires by the animal. Signals were amplified at a gain of 1000 and filtered between 0.1 and 3 kHz. A Micro 1401 board (CED, Cambridge, UK) was used for analogue-digital conversion. Customized software (Signal 1.88; CED) was used for both data acquisition and control of acoustic stimulation. Tones from a self-customized acoustic stimulator (Tang et al., 2001) were presented by loudspeakers that were mounted either directly onto the perforated rear wall of the conditioning chamber or on the two opposing perforated side walls of a type II Macrolon TM cage. Series of 50-ms tones with a leading frequency of either 1 or 7.5 kHz were delivered at 1 Hz as described in Experimental paradigms.
Fear conditioning
Mice were conditioned in a mouse conditioning chamber (ENV-307A; MED Associates, St. Albans, VT, USA) that was equipped with a shock floor and placed into a sound-attenuated isolation cubicle (Tang et al., 2001) . Three minutes after insertion into the chamber, animals received five tone-foot shock pairings with the CS being either a series of twenty 50-ms tones or a constant 20-s tone of a given frequency and the US being a 2-s electric shock of 0.18 mA (AC) that coterminated with the CS. Consecutive CS-US pairings were spaced apart in random order (180, 60, 120 and 80 s). The conditioning chamber was carefully cleaned with 70% ethanol between two conditioning sessions and the ethanol allowed to evaporate.
A type II Macrolon TM cage with fresh bedding served as a neutral context (cage) for measurement of AEP responses without confounding influences of the conditioning context. The conditioning chamber (chamber), in contrast, was used to assess contextual memory per se and the influence of contextual memory on AEP responses. The tones used during conditioning were called paired tones (CSþ), the other series of tones (a different frequency) were called neutral tones (CSn).
Freezing behaviour
The animals' behaviour was videotaped for each session (Fig. 1C) and analysed off-line by a trained observer blind to the identity of the tone (paired, neutral) for each of the 100-s uniform tone episodes (cued freezing) or the 180-s time period preceding the first tone presentation at post-conditioning day 2 (contextual freezing). Freezing time, which served as a measure of fear-related memory, was quantified as described by Tang et al. (2001) . Briefly, freezing was assigned if the animals remained motionless, except for respiratory movements, in a tensed state that was characterized by horizontal positioning of the head, a stretched position of the body and stiffening of the tail.
Experimental paradigms
Basic characterization of auditory-evoked potentials within the lateral amygdala Recordings were performed in anaesthetized and temperature-controlled mice, as described above. The AEPs were evoked by series of Sixty 50-ms tones with a frequency of 10 kHz delivered at 1 Hz. For all mice (n ¼ 7), a total of eight tone series was presented (five before and three after 0.2 mL lidocaine infusion) with an interseries interval of 2 min. Lidocaine was infused into the LA 1 min after presentation of the fifth tone series. For some of the mice (n ¼ 4), we continued to present the tone series every 3 min until AEPs returned to baseline values.
Tone frequency specificity of auditory-evoked potential potentiation
The AEPs were recorded from LA and CA1 simultaneously with EMGs from the neck muscles. Mice remained in their home cages for at least 14 days after surgery to fully recover from surgical stress (Fig. 1A) . During the last 5 days of this period, mice were handled daily to familiarize them with the recording procedures. During the next 4 days (test period; Fig. 1A ), animals were first exposed in a neutral context (cage) to 1-and 7.5-kHz tone series of increasing tone intensity (input-output curves) to find a tone intensity which caused a 40-50% maximal response of AEPs within LA (Fig. 1D ). This tone intensity was defined separately for each animal and tone frequency and used for the further experiment (averaged tone intensity: 96 dB for 1-kHz tones and 89 dB for 7.5-kHz tones). The stability of LA and CA1 AEPs was assessed in the neutral and the conditioning context.
The protocols for the experimental period are shown schematically in Fig. 1B and C. Briefly, AEPs were recorded for 6 days with the conditioning day between the first and the second half of recordings. Recordings were performed in two different contexts: at day À3 and 2 (afternoon) within the conditioning chamber and at day À2, À1, 1, 2 (morning) and 3 in the neutral context (cage). There were no recordings on the conditioning day. On every recording day, two series of one-hundred 1-kHz and two series of one-hundred 7.5-kHz tones were presented alternately in 3-min intervals (Fig. 1C) .
On the recording days, animals were slightly sedated with halothane (Hoechst, Frankfurt/Main, Germany) for 3-5 s to connect the Fig. 1 . Experimental procedure of the discriminatory fear-conditioning task. (A) General timetable of the experiment. After 14 days of Recovery from surgery, the optimal tone intensity for auditory-evoked potential (AEP) recordings was defined per animal and tone frequency, followed by measurement of the stability of AEP responses (Test period). The real Experimental period started 18 days after surgery. (B) Scheme of the procedures used in the Experimental period. Animals were conditioned after a 3-day baseline period. At the conditioning day (CD), a series of twenty 50-ms tones of either 1 or 7.5 kHz coterminated with an electric foot shock (flash). The conditioning procedure was repeated four times. Tones of the frequency paired with the shock were termed Paired tones (CSþ), those of the other frequency, which was not presented at the conditioning day, Neutral tones (CSn). Tone frequencies for the conditioning procedure were counterbalanced among the animals. During the 3 days preceding and the 3 days following conditioning, CSþ and CSn were presented in a neutral context (Cage) and/or in the conditioning context (Chamber), as indicated by the boxes. Note that at day 2 animals were tested in both Cage (morning) and Chamber (afternoon). At days À2 and 3, additional Mixed tone series (CSþ : CSn, 50 : 50, random order) were presented. (C) Time schedule for a recording day. Animals were briefly sedated with halothane to connect the electrode assembly to the recording hardware. After a 27-min recovery period, the video recorder was switched on. Another 3 min later, four 100-tone series of 1 kHz (2Â) and 7.5 kHz (2Â), respectively, were presented in 3-min intervals. Tone frequencies were alternated between two consecutive tone series and counterbalanced for the identity of the tone (starting with CSþ and CSn, respectively). Electrophysiological and behavioural measures were averaged over the two tone series separately per tone frequency and day. (D) Specification of selected experimental parameters together with tone intensity-response curves of representative recordings of AEPs. The thin vertical lines indicate the tone intensity, which was selected to provide 40-50% of maximal AEPs for the lateral amygdala (LA). implanted electrode assembly to the recording hardware. After 27 min of recovery, the video recorder was switched on. The first tone series was presented another 3 min later (Fig. 1C) . Importantly, both the identity of the tone of a given frequency (CSþ or CSn) and the order of tone presentation [(CSþ, Csn, CSþ, CSn) or (Csn, CSþ, Csn, CSþ)] were counterbalanced.
Tone pattern specificity of auditory-evoked potential potentiation
We wondered whether AEPs evoked by the CSþ were similarly potentiated if presented as a uniform CSþ pattern or as a pattern mixed with CSn. Thus, the same mice used for the discriminatory fear-conditioning task were additionally exposed to a series of 100 tones of CSþ and CSn given in random order (mixed tones) on a 50 : 50 basis on day À2 (baseline) and post-conditioning day 3 (Fig. 1B) .
In another experiment, eight naive mice were conditioned with a constant 20-s tone. In the morning of post-conditioning day 2, mice were exposed to patterned tones of the conditioning and the neutral frequency in the neutral context (cage). In the afternoon of the same day, animals were then exposed to the constant CSþ and CSn in the same environment.
Contextual fear and auditory-evoked potentials
To study general effects of the conditioning context on AEPs, the same mice used for the discriminatory fear-conditioning task in the neutral context (cage) were also exposed to the CSn (and the CSþ) in the conditioning context (chamber) at day À3 (baseline) and in the afternoon of post-conditioning day 2 (Fig. 1 ).
Histology
After completion of the experiment, mice were deeply anaesthetized with pentobarbital (100 mg/kg) and an anodal current (200 mA, 10 s) was passed through the tungsten wires of the LA and CA1 electrodes Franklin & Paxinos, 1997) showing the localization of the electrode tips within the CA1 region of the dorsal hippocampus (n ¼ 7) and the lateral amygdala (LA; n ¼ 5), respectively. Representative histological sections show the placement of the electrode (B) within stratum radiatum of the CA1 region and (C) LA. Note that an anodal current was passed through the electrodes at the end of the experiment for identification of electrode placement. Bar: 500 mm. DG, dentate gyrus; ec, external capsule; ic, internal capsule. Auditory-evoked potentials (AEPs) were simultaneously recorded from the lateral amygdala (LA, n ¼ 5) and the CA1 region of the dorsal hippocampus (n ¼ 7). Electromyograms (EMGs) were recorded from the neck muscles of freely moving C57BL/6J mice (n ¼ 7) in a neutral context (cage). Animals were exposed to series of 50-ms tones of different frequency (1 or 7.5 kHz) and intensity (individually adjusted to cause a 40-50% maximal AEP response within the LA). Individual data were calculated as the average of the 400 sweeps per tone frequency, recorded at day À2 and À1 before conditioning (cf. Fig. 1 ). Mean AE SEM, Ã P < 0.05 and Representative examples for auditory-evoked potentials (AEPs) and electromyograms (EMGs). The AEPs were recorded from the lateral amygdala (LA) and the CA1 region of the dorsal hippocampus simultaneously with EMGs from the neck muscles (NM). Each sweep represents the averaged response to the 100 tone signals of a given tone series. Upper and lower panels represent recordings from two different animals. For the upper panel, a tone frequency of 1 kHz was chosen for the paired (CSþ) and of 7.5 kHz for the neutral tone (CSn; cf. Fig. 1B ). For the lower panels the salience of the tones was reversed. Coding of the experimental days corresponds to the experimental procedure shown in Fig. 1 . The CSþ was paired with the foot shock (conditioning, Co) the day between day À1 and day 1. Recordings were made in the neutral context (cage). Arrows indicate the time point of onset of the 50-ms tones. The small dots mark those negative going components of AEPs that were further analysed. for identification of electrode placement. Animals were killed by an overdose of halothane and their brains were removed. Frozen 20-mm frontal sections were cut with a cryocut (Leica, Germany) and stained with cresyl violet. Electrode placement was assessed at the light microscopic level (Fig. 2) .
Data analysis
Of the 12 chronically implanted mice, seven carried electrodes until the end of the experiment and showed correct placement of the electrode within CA1. In five of these seven mice, the second recording electrode was also correctly placed into LA, mostly into its dorsal part. Only samples from successfully implanted electrodes (Fig. 2) were included in the data analysis. In the case of the basic characterization of AEPs, all recording electrodes were correctly placed into the LA (histology not shown).
For experiments in awake mice, AEPs and EMGs evoked by the 50-ms tones were averaged for the two presentations of the uniform tone series per tone frequency and recording day (maximum 200 samples). Averaged AEPs and EMGs were analysed off-line by measuring peak latencies, amplitudes (AEPs and EMGs) and slopes (AEPs) of the most negative components (Tang et al., 2001) . Amplitudes were measured as the difference between the maximal and minimal values of the negative component. To estimate the slope, a linear regression analysis was performed in the range between 20 and 80% of the peak value of the amplitudes using Signal 1.88. Data for both AEPs and EMGs were normalized to the averaged pre-conditioning (baseline) values ( Table 1 ). Note that different baselines were used for recordings in the conditioning chamber and the neutral context as well as for the mixed tone experiment (Fig. 1B) . There had been a considerable number of missing values of EMGs before conditioning, since tone intensities had been chosen to cause a 40-50% maximal response within the LA (Fig. 1D) but not to exceed the startle threshold of the mice.
Freezing behaviour was expressed as the percentage of the 100-s tone series and averaged for the two presentations of the given tone frequency per recording day. Data were not normalized to baseline values. Other than for the electrophysiological recordings (AEPs and EMGs), we did not attempt to analyse freezing behaviour during mixed tone presentation, since it was impossible to distinguish between behavioural responses to the CSþ and the CSn due to a short interval between the tones.
If not stated otherwise, data were expressed as mean AE SEM. All data of the electrophysiological recordings were logarithmically transformed before statistical analysis to fit into the Gaussian distribution. The AEP responses after lidocaine treatment were compared with the averaged pre-treatment values (theoretical mean/ median of log100) using one-sample t-tests and Wilcoxon signed rank tests. For experiments in awake mice, data were analysed separately for the responses to CSþ and CSn by one-way ANOVA for repeated measurements, followed by Fisher's least significant difference test for planned comparisons. Statistical comparisons of (i) the responses to the CSþ and the CSn on a given recording day, (ii) freezing behaviour shown in the different recording contexts without tone presentation (contextual freezing) and (iii) the responses to the CSþ and the CSn shown in the different recording contexts were performed using paired t-test and Wilcoxon matched pairs test. Data of the mixed tone experiment obtained on day 3 were normalized to the baseline responses evoked by the same protocol on day À2 (Fig. 1B) and compared with them using one-sample t-test and Wilcoxon signed rank test with a theoretical mean/median of log100. Statistical significance of differences was accepted if P < 0.05. Fig. 1B) . The AEPs were evoked either by the CSþ or by the CSn. Slopes and amplitudes of the AEPs were normalized to the averaged responses shown before conditioning (dotted lines; 100%). Conditioning was performed between day À1 and day 1 (black bar; Fig. 1B) . The AEPs were recorded in the neutral context (cage).
Results

Basic characterization of auditory-evoked potentials within the lateral amygdala
The AEPs recorded in the LA consisted of early and late components in anaesthetized and awake mice (Figs 3 and 4) . To verify which components are locally generated at the place of recording, we injected the local anaesthetic lidocaine near to the recording electrode in anaesthetized mice. The amplitude of the most negative going component of the AEPs (latency 23.9 AE 1.1 ms; Fig. 3B ) was significantly reduced between 3 and 9 min after infusion of lidocaine and returned to baseline within 18 min (Fig. 3A) . The earlier component of the AEPs was less stable in occurrence and virtually unaffected by lidocaine (Fig. 3) . Therefore, all analyses described below were performed only for the most negative going component of AEPs.
Fear conditioning induces potentiation of auditory-evoked potentials within both lateral amygdala and CA1 Figure 4 shows representative examples of AEPs and EMGs evoked by CSþ and CSn of different frequencies (1 or 7.5 kHz) before and after conditioning. The summarized AEP data revealed a significant increase in both slopes (F 4,16 ¼ 7.92, P ¼ 0.001) and amplitudes (F 4,16 ¼ 4.85, P < 0.01) of AEPs recorded in response to the CSþ within the LA after conditioning (Fig. 5) . In contrast, the CSn-elicited AEPs failed to show significant changes (slope, F 4,16 ¼ 0.03, P ¼ 0.33; amplitude, F 4,16 ¼ 0.82, P ¼ 0.52). Comparison of the AEPs evoked by CSþ and CSn revealed significant differences in slopes (days 2 and 3) and amplitudes (day 3) after conditioning (Fig. 5) .
Recordings from CA1 revealed similar results as for the LA; AEPs evoked by CSþ (slope, F 4,24 ¼ 28.7, P < 0.0001; amplitude, F 4,24 ¼ 24.8, P < 0.0001) but not by CSn (slope, F 4,24 ¼ 1.31, P ¼ 0.293; amplitude, F 4,24 ¼ 1.23, P ¼ 0.322) were potentiated following conditioning, with significant differences between these responses on days 1-3 (Fig. 5) .
Changes of amplitudes (Fig. 6A) and slopes (not shown) of AEPs evoked by CSþ within LA and CA1 were significantly correlated at the three post-conditioning days. However, the normalized CA1 responses might have been corrupted by the fact that (i) the tone intensities had been selected to provide 40-50% of maximal AEPs for LA but not CA1 responses and (ii) the magnitude of baseline responses differed considerably between LA and CA1 (Table 1) . To minimize the influences of these confounding factors, we considered changes in AEP amplitudes separately for each brain structure and animal by calculating the discriminatory indices as the ratio of the responses to CSþ and CSn. This measure showed an even stronger correlation between LA and CA1 (Fig. 6B) .
Behavioural responses to the tones
Mice showed significantly increased freezing in response to CSþ following conditioning (F 4,24 ¼ 30.5, P < 0.0001). Interestingly, the presentation of the CSn was also accompanied by a stronger freezing response after conditioning (F 4,24 ¼ 5.88, P ¼ 0.001). Post-hoc analyses revealed that the freezing behaviour to the CSþ and the CSn was indistinguishable at day 1 after conditioning. At post-conditioning days 2 and 3, however, mice showed significantly more freezing in response to CSþ than to CSn (Fig. 7A ). In the neutral context, almost no freezing could be observed in the absence of a tone signal, except for the 20-30 s following tone presentation (data not shown).
The amplitudes of EMG responses recorded from the neck muscles served as a measure of startle responses. Pairing of the tone with the foot shock was followed by a significant increase in the startle response to CSþ (F 4,24 ¼ 6.17, P ¼ 0.001) but not to CSn (F 4,24 ¼ 1.73, Ã P < 0.05, ÃÃ P < 0.01, ÃÃÃ P < 0.001 vs. days À2 and À1 (one-way ANOVA for repeated measurements followed by Fisher's least significant difference); þP < 0.05, þþP < 0.01 vs. CSn (paired t-test). P ¼ 0.176). Post-hoc analyses indicated a significant difference between the startle responses to CSþ and CSn at post-conditioning day 2 (Fig. 7B) .
Recognition of CSþ depends on both tone frequency and tone pattern
If the CSþ and CSn were presented in uniform tone series on day 3, animals showed potentiated AEPs within LA (Fig. 8A , P < 0.05) and CA1 ( Fig. 8B , P < 0.005) as well as a stronger startle response to the CSþ (Fig. 8C, P ¼ 0.054) , as compared with the respective baseline data (Wilcoxon signed rank test). During presentation of CSþ in tone series mixed with CSn, however, neither parameter was significantly changed. The electrophysiological responses evoked by CSn were not significantly different from baseline during uniform nor during mixed tone presentation.
In the behavioural experiment with a continuous tone given as CS, mice showed a strong freezing response to CSþ at day 2 (Fig. 8D) . The tone frequency was less important for identification of CSþ than the pattern of tone presentation, as mice also showed a freezing response to CSn but not to patterned tones of the same frequency as CSþ (Fig. 8D,  statistics not shown) .
General potentiation of auditory-evoked potentials in the conditioning context
Animals showed increased contextual freezing upon re-exposure to the conditioning context at post-conditioning day 2 after conditioning, compared with both the baseline behaviour at day À3 and the freezing response shown in the neutral context in the absence of the tone on the same day (P < 0.05; Fig. 9A ). At day 2, animals discriminated in their freezing response between CSþ and CSn in the neutral context (P < 0.05) but not in the conditioning context (Fig. 9A) , where they showed an increased freezing response to CSn compared with pure contextual freezing (P ¼ 0.05) and, in tendency, to CSn-evoked freezing in the neutral context (P ¼ 0.09). Mice also failed to discriminate between CSþ and CSn in the conditioning context if EMGs and AEPs within the LA and CA1 were considered (Fig. 9B-D) . Responses evoked by CSn were indistinguishable from the potentiated responses evoked by CSþ (Fig. 9B-D) and significantly stronger compared with the CSn responses measured in the neutral context on the same day ( Fig. 9B and C) .
Discussion
The present study demonstrates that pairing of a tone with a foot shock leads to a potentiation of AEPs within LA and CA1, with a significant correlation in the activity between these two brain structures. At the same time, both electrophysiological and behavioural measures indicate that the pattern of tone presentation was of at least similar importance as the tone frequency for identifying the CSþ. Experiments performed in the conditioning context, furthermore, indicate that contextual fear leads to a general potentiation of AEPs.
Auditory-evoked potential responses within the lateral amygdala are sensitive to lidocaine treatment Tone presentation led to alterations in field potentials within the LA with different positive and negative going inflections. The dominant and most negative going inflection corresponded to component P3N3 of our previous study (Tang et al., 2001) both in latency and stability of occurrence. The earlier component seen in anaesthetized mice presumably corresponds to the previously described P2N2, whereas P1N1 (corresponding to the startle response in neck muscles of awake animals) was not present in anaesthetized mice. To assess whether the most negative going component was generated within the LA and not volume conducted from another site in the brain, we locally infused the anaesthetic lidocaine (Maren & Fanselow, 1995) into the LA and analysed the effects on basal AEPs. Lidocaine infusion caused a transient reduction of the amplitude of the most negative going component, whereas the earlier component of the AEPs was virtually unaffected. The kinetics of lidocaine action on the most negative going component paralleled those observed for field-potential recordings in the basolateral amygdala of rats (Maren & Fanselow, 1995) . That this component was sensitive to local anaesthesia strongly indicates that it is generated within the LA. This conclusion is supported by recordings in other species, reporting an overlapping symmetry for AEP components of corresponding latencies and concurrently elicited single neuron activity (Rogan & LeDoux, 1995; Collins & Pare, 2000) . Moreover, intracellular recordings in LA neurons revealed that CS-US association leads to an enhanced amplitude of the CS-evoked excitatory post-synaptic potentials (Rosenkranz & Grace, 2002) , suggesting that learning-induced changes in field potentials originate from the LA. (A-C) Discrete 50-ms tones of the CSþ and neutral tone (CSn) were presented either as uniform series or in mixed order at a 50 : 50 basis. Electrophysiological responses (individual data) evoked by uniform and mixed tones were compared within (A) lateral amygdala (LA), (B) CA1 and (C) the neck muscles (i.e. startle response) at day 3 following conditioning (Fig. 1B) . Mixed tone presentation abolished the potentiation of the responses to the CSþ tones. Data were normalized to the respective baseline responses ( Fig. 1B; dotted line ¼ 100%) . (D) Mice (n ¼ 6) were conditioned with a constant tone and their freezing responses to both constant and patterned tones were measured at day 2 following conditioning. The behavioural data indicate that tone pattern was more important for recognition of the CSþ than tone frequency, as there was virtually no freezing response to tones of a given frequency if the pattern of their presentation differed from that during conditioning (statistics not shown). Recordings were made in the neutral context (cage). AEP, auditory-evoked potential.
Ã P < 0.05, Fear conditioning-induced potentiation of auditory-evoked potentials is not amygdala specific
In line with previously published observations (Rogan et al., 1997; Tang et al., 2001) , CS-US pairing led to a lasting potentiation of AEPs within the LA. At the same time, AEP responses were potentiated to an even greater extent within CA1. An increased activity of CA1 neurons following classical conditioning has been known since the pioneering studies of Richard Thompson and colleagues, who studied classical conditioning of the nictitating membrane responses in rabbits (Berger et al., 1976; Berger & Thompson, 1978) . Only a few studies have looked at changes in neuronal activity within the hippocampal formation following auditory fear conditioning (Doyere et al., 1993) . To the best of our knowledge, the current study provides the first description of a simultaneous measurement of AEPs within LA and CA1 of freely behaving mice. By means of this approach we could demonstrate a significant correlation of the respective AEPs evoked by CSþ. This correlation could be explained by the following assumptions: (i) LA and CA1 are functionally connected with the LA orchestrating neural activity within the CA1 region, and/or (ii) plastic changes in synaptic efficiency following the CS-US association are similar for both brain structures without direct inter-relation between them, and/or (iii) inputs from a common afferent brain structure are potentiated and/or (iv) a changed emotional status of the mice upon re-exposure to CSþ leads to a non-specific potentiation of AEPs.
Despite accumulating evidence for anatomical (Pikkarainen et al., 1999; Pitkanen et al., 2000) and functional inter-relation between hippocampus and amygdala (Richter-Levin & Akirav, 2000; Frey et al., 2001) , it is less likely that the potentiated synaptic transmission within LA is simply relayed to the CA1 region. Field responses in CA1 evoked in awake mice by electrical stimulation at the site of the LA had an averaged latency of approximately 25 ms (24.5 AE 1.7 ms, n ¼ 4; Jianrong Tang and Alexander Dityatev, unpublished observation), which by far exceeded the difference of 6.7 ms between the mean latencies of AEPs recorded in LA (23 ms) and CA1 (29.7 ms).
As an alternative explanation, the CS-US association might lead to a similar potentiation of local synapses within LA and hippocampal formation. In this context it has been proposed that converging auditory (tone) and somato-sensory (shock) information on the same neuron results in a potentiation of those synapses relaying the auditory information to the respective brain area (Doyere et al., 1993; Blair et al., 2001) . For the LA, fear conditioning has been reported to result in a potentiated interneuronal communication in both the auditory thalamo-amygdaloid and the auditory cortico-amygdaloid pathway (McKernan & Shinnick-Gallagher, 1997; Tsvetkov et al., 2002; Zinebi et al., 2002) and LA neurons seem to be essential for this potentiation Poremba & Gabriel, 2001; Rosenkranz & Grace, 2002; Tsvetkov et al., 2002) .
However, even in the light of local changes in synaptic efficiency within LA and CA1, we cannot exclude that the similar potentiation of AEPs within the two brain areas simply results from increased activity of common afferent brain structures. In fact, recall of fear memories following CS-US association was followed by enhanced electrical and metabolic activity within nuclei of the primary auditory system, the medial geniculate nucleus and the auditory cortex (Gonzalez-Lima & Scheich, 1986; Edeline et al., 1993; Weinberger et al., 1993; McEchron et al., 1995 McEchron et al., , 1996 Hennevin et al., 1998; Poremba et al., 1998) , all brain structures that are upstream of or in parallel with LA and CA1 in processing auditory stimuli. As we will discuss later, this enhanced neural activity does not necessarily reflect changes in synaptic efficiency that are specific for the CS-US association (Brandao et al., 2001) .
Fear conditioning-induced potentiation of auditory-evoked potentials depends on tone frequency and tone pattern So far, little attention has been paid to the question as to whether or not animals regard the series of 50-ms tones as repetitions of discrete CS or as an entity which is encoded by both frequency of the discrete 50-ms tones and the frequency of 50-ms tone presentation. This question, however, is of importance for the comparability of experiments with constant tones (common fear-conditioning studies) and tone series (AEP recordings), as constant tones and tone series might be processed differently within the brain. To answer the question, we first analysed whether the potentiation of AEPs was specific for the frequency of the 50-ms tones. Mice were clearly able to discriminate between CSþ and CSn, as indicated by their different behavioural and electrophysiological responses to uniform CSþ and CSn tone series. The discrimination between CSn and CSþ only became statistically significant from the second post-conditioning day (except for CA1 AEPs). Notably, whereas electrophysiological measures were not significantly different from baseline, the concomitant freezing response to CSn was significantly increased at day 1. As fear memory seems to be composed of an associative (CS-US association) and a non-associative (sensitization due to US presentation) component (K. Kamprath and C.T. Wotjak, unpublished observation), the potentiated freezing response to CSn probably relates to the latter, also as there are potential differences in the speed of extinction of the freezing responses to CSn and CSþ on repeated tone presentation. The potentiated electrophysiological and behavioural responses to CSþ, in contrast, are best explained by tone-frequency specific changes in synaptic transmission rather than by a general change in responsiveness to acoustic stimuli due to sensitization. This conclusion is justified as we compared CSþ with neutral (CSn) but not unpaired tones. It is very likely that 'control' tones, presented explicitly unpaired with the foot shock at the conditioning day (CSÀ), are by no means neutral to the mice, as they predict the absence of punishment (conditioned inhibitor). In fact, whereas both electrophysiological and behavioural responses to CSn returned to pre-conditioning levels (Figs 5 and 7; Rosenkranz & Grace, 2002) , responses to CSÀ are known to significantly decrease below baseline following conditioning (Rogan et al., 1997; Tang et al., 2001; Rosenkranz & Grace, 2002) . Future studies have to take this into account for the selection of appropriate controls for the specificity of learning-induced changes in AEPs.
After we could show that mice used the frequency of the discrete 50-ms tones for recognition of CSþ, we tested whether the pattern of tone presentation (uniform vs. mixed frequency tone series and uniform tone series vs. constant tones) was of similar importance. We assumed that AEPs and EMGs evoked by tones of the CSþ frequency would be potentiated to the same extent if presented in uniform series or in random order with tones of the CSn frequency, pre-supposing that the mice associated the discrete 50-ms tones with the foot shock. However, responses to the tones of the CSþ frequency were indistinguishable from baseline and responses to uniform CSn tone series on presentation in random order. From this observation we conclude that animals consider the tone series not as a series of independent 50-ms tones but rather as entities defined by the frequency of the discrete tones and pattern of tone presentation. This conclusion might explain why animals failed to show strong latent inhibition despite the intensive pre-exposure to the CSþ (600 discrete tones vs. just six tone series). It gains further support from the behavioural experiment, in which mice were conditioned with a constant tone and later exposed to the constant and a patterned tone of the same frequency. Mice showed a strong freezing response to the constant tone but failed to freeze to the tone if the pattern of tone presentation differed from that during conditioning. Auditory information may reach the LA either directly from the auditory thalamus or after prior processing in the auditory cortex (LeDoux, 2000) . Either pathway is likely to be sufficient for simple auditory fear conditioning with constant tones (Romanski & LeDoux, 1992; Campeau & Davis, 1995; Talwar et al., 2001) . It is conceivable that the recognition of and appropriate responses to discrete tones or white noise essentially depend on local changes in synaptic contacts within the LA (Blair et al., 2001 ) and may not require higher cognitive processing. In fact, other than for the basolateral amygdala or the medial geniculate nucleus, neurons of the LA are principally able to discriminate between discrete CSþ and CSÀ without involvement of the auditory cortex (Duvel et al., 2001) . However, pattern recognition together with the discrimination between different tone frequencies probably involves plastic changes in the auditory cortex (Weinberger, 1998; Duvel et al., 2001; Talwar et al., 2001) . Our finding that patterned and constant tones might be differentially processed makes it difficult to compare conventional behavioural and pharmacological studies with those using AEP recordings.
Auditory-evoked potentials are generally potentiated in the conditioning context
The potentiation of AEPs in LA and CA1 might be due simply to altered processing of auditory signals following changes in emotionality and/or attention upon recognition of the CSþ (Brandao et al., 2001 ) rather than to local changes in synaptic efficiency in LA, CA1 or other brain structures. This would explain the potentiation of startle responses, as latencies of the EMG responses were too short for a direct involvement of the auditory cortex and the amygdala complex. The altered emotionality of the mice following recognition of CSþ might have led to prolonged activation of certain neural networks that exceeded the intertone interval of 1 s and maintained fearful reactions, including potentiation of the startle response (e.g. fear-potentiated startle; Koch, 1999) .
As a first attempt to study the influence of fear and discomfort on AEPs, we measured AEPs in the conditioning context. Mice showed stronger freezing in the conditioning chamber than in the neutral environment before tone presentation, demonstrating a successful contextual conditioning. Subsequent tone presentation revealed that, in a fearful state, mice no longer discriminated between CSþ and CSn in their electrophysiological and behavioural responses. The reaction to the CSn was stronger than in the neutral environment, whereas the efficiency of the CSþ was comparable between the two contexts. Thus, in analogy with the startle response, fear alone might be sufficient to cause a potentiation of AEPs within LA and CA1 region, for instance, by modulation of synaptic transmission in these or upstream-located brain regions (Brandao et al., 2001) . However, the freezing behaviour shown in the neutral context at post-conditioning day 1 suggests that the fearful state could only partially account for the potentiation of AEPs evoked by CSþ. Despite the similarity in the freezing reactions to CSþ and CSn at day 1, respective electrophysiological responses to CSn were only slightly potentiated without reaching statistical significance. Single unit recording in rats also showed that increased firing of LA neurons after fear conditioning relates to associative factors rather than to sensitization or expression of fear . Furthermore, there is evidence that contextual conditioning leads to synaptic plasticity at the level of the hippocampus (Sacchetti et al., 2001) and requires an intact LA (Goosens et al., 2002) . Consequently, the general potentiation of LA and CA1 AEPs in the conditioning context is probably related to specific contextual memory rather than to an unspecific increase in the sensitivity to tones due to the fearful state of the animals. Electrophysiological recordings of learning-induced changes in interneuronal communication should thus be performed in a neutral environment in order to avoid confounding influences of contextual memory on recall of the CS-US association.
Conclusion
The results of the present study indicate that mice regard the series of short-lasting tones used as CS for AEP recordings not as series of discrete CS but as an entity that is determined by frequency of the 50-ms tones and their pattern of presentation. The resulting more complex nature of the CS renders it unlikely that local changes in synaptic efficiency within the LA following CS-US association are sufficient for proper CS recognition and subsequent discrimination between patterned CSþ and CSn. It is more likely that LA and CA1 are part of an integrated neural network that includes brainstem, thalamic and cortical components and is responsible for recognition of CSþ and generation of the fear status.
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